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' THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 
‘ 

1 

' WASHINGTON, D. C.‘ 20505 

BYE 111589-75 
' Copyj of 7 e 

5? Qiyf /W5 
The Honorable Otis G. Pike ~ 

i 
Q 

-
‘ 

. 

Chairman, Select Committee on Intelligence 
2428 Rayburn Building 4 

House of Representatives ' 

Washington-5 D .C. 20515 

_ 
Dear Mr . Pike: 

During my testimony before your Qommittee on 4 August 1975, 
I was asked to provide more detailed information on the organization 
of the Intelligence Community. The Committee was particularly 
_interes_te_d in ad}/'_i_sory boards and committees, titles» of key officials, 

*flo\'v lines“ of’ qomrnancl and" coorclinlation ,' and la narrative that will '~

' 

permit better 'u11c1erstandi'ng_ of the Community organization. I was 
_a_l_s_o, .a._s1_ged ondintelli.gyencejrelated. '_activitie“s.' 

Attached is my response which I hope you will find helpful. 

~. 

' 

: 

l 

Respectfully, ' 

_, ,_ 
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US FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY" F ‘ 

(Organization and Structure) _. 
it 

INTRODUCTION . 

' The Community includes several national and departmental 
~ ‘organizations assigned by law or national-level directiveto collect 
and produce sensitive information relating to the foreign environ- 
ment in supportof decisionmakers on matters of US foreign policy 

‘ and military defense. They include: 4 

’ 

- 
.

' 

Central Intelligence Agency 
' ’De.part1-nent of Defense 

Defense Intelligence Agency . 

,
- 

National Security Agency ~ 

' 
' Intelligence Branches of the Army, Navy, and Air Force 

State Department/Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
‘Treasury Department

y 

A.-._»-,Ee',deral Bureau of In-velstigation - ;'- 
5 

‘
- 

Energy Research and Development Administration 

_, 37 -Inns-ervin-g .jr;>intl‘y" .tli.e-r'eq_1,ii1:enients for foreign‘ intelligence 3at"" 
both the national policy l.evel and clepartmental level, the resources 
and efforts of the CIA, State INR, and Defense organizations 

.,-:_-, _§collec.t.iv_ely- represent:?w.hat is‘ 1-eferreidito hasthe National Foreigni 
Intelligence Program (NFIP) .‘ .,Because, only a -very -minor portion of 
their resources are used abroad, the FBI, Treasury, and ERDA are 
considered members of the Community, but do not have resources 
reflected in- the NFIP; In addition, other US'governme11t 'i‘ntelligence4 
related activities contribute frequently and significantly to the total 
foreign intelligence effort. Among these are general reporting from 

- embassies abroad and intelligence activities that are integral to the 
US military force structure ("tactical intelligence"). 

The Community and its National_Forei.gn Intelligence Program 
reflect the basic concept for intelligence contained in the National 
Security Act of 1947 which . .. 

' / I

. 

- established the CIA under the National Security 
Council to advise the Council concerning foreign intelligence 
activities of other US departments and agencies, to recommend 

- mxr-:m.s VIA .. ARM. 
BYEIWAH--T/\.!_.i£I~i :1§{EY§-~1OLE~COM!NT ‘~ {if if-3;??? CONTROL SYSTEMS ..|OlNTLY_ 

I “”““”’““i"°‘ 
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'_ . 

to the Council the coordination-of US intelligencelactivities, A’ 

and to perform services of common concern “centrally. ' 

.

' 

. The Act provides, however, that other departments and agencies“. 
continue their individual collection, evaluation, correlation, and dis- 
semination of intelligence that serve the specific operationallneeds of 
each department. The Act provides also for, their coordination and 
collaboration with the CIA towar»cl'b_est service to the National Security 
Council. ~_ 

- 
, 

_ 
Y . 

,

‘ 

psummary statements of mission andtfunctions of each component < 

within the In-telligence Community are at Tab A of this "document. 
, 
~ . '1‘-he Nat,ion.<1Z Foreign Intel!-igcence Pr"o_gr'am~jcon.sistsf of the following 
individual, special purpose efforts centered jointly on national intelli— 

.4 'gence requireinents. "" '-' “ " ~ 

" " 

Central Intelligence Agency Program (CIAP) 
- St'ate/Bureau of Intelligence and Research (State INR) 

Defense: _' 
.

_ 
l " ‘General ‘Defense l'ntellig'enc'e'Pr0gra'n:r1':(GDlP) ' 

“V 

7
A 

Special Reconnaissance -'\/‘ehicles (SRV) 
Consolidated Cryptologic Program (CCP) 

. 

- ».-Advan<fI'ed 'P-rogram 'SuP'Po1'~t“'(A'PS) ~ ~- 

National Reconnaissance Program (NRO) 
Special Systems (Navy) 

_
_ 

- 1- Descriptions of-programs are -at "Tabl BJJI - 

lL¢E!\13;EP\5H117;,r MAN/i@,E1V1E1\lT,»,l£¥c1§lP QQl_I2A1_‘_l<3E_ 
, 

~

. 

Leaciership of the l1'1telli.genr;e Community is chargecl by the 
President to the Director of Central Intelligence (DCl)' who serves 
also as Director of the Central Intelligence Agency. The DCI is 
specifically instructed by Presidential Memorandum,‘ 5 November l97l~— 
reaffirmed by President Ford, October 9, 1974-—to: (See Tab C.) 

C 

'_~__ __assume_ leadership of the Intelligence Communit/y; 
— - improve the intelligence product; and ' 

.4‘ " review all intelligence activities and recommend 
the appropriate allocation of resources.

I 

1 
l

2 

- 
" ”~HANo!-::: VIA . 

, 

' 
A

. 

BYEMAN-T_ALpENT--KEYHOLE-COMINT t

. 

4 
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‘In his leadership role for the Community, the DCI's direct - 

authority. for resource allocation and application includes the CIA A 

only. However, as the recognized authority on national substantive‘
A 

_ 

intelligence issues and as Chairman of several of the senior deliberative 
_ 

bodies on matters of intelligence, the DCI influences more than anyone, 
the shape and direction of US foreign intelligence. Guided by the 
President, the National Security Council (and its committees), and the 
Office of Management and Budget on matters of national policy, the DCI leads the US intelligence effort with the assistance of several instru- 

instrumentalities are designed to facilitate his management role for sub- 
gstantive intelligence accomplishment and resource responsibility. 
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Substantive Intelligence: -

I 

United States Wlntellipgefnce Board Chaired by the DCI, 
the Board advises him on all matters -of substantive intelligence. The ' 

“Board meets on a weekly basis (more than 700 meetings to date) and
' 

“assists him in the production of national intelligence, establishing 
requirements and setting priorities, supervising dissemination and- 
security of intelligence, and in his protection of intelligence sources 
and methods. The Board is in turn, supported by 12 subordinate 

-committees organized alongiunctional lines" (e.g. , signals intelligence,
_ 

overhead (aircraft and satellite) photoimagery, guided missiles and ' 

astronautic intelligence, economic intelligence, and others). Additional 
information on the USIB is at Tab D. ' 

National Intelligen_ce_ C)ffi.cer_s7. This _is a staff (established in October 
-1973) of senior intlelliglencel experts to replace the former Board of 
National Estimates. Each National Intelligence Officer is assigned a 
geographic or functional area of intelligence responsibility. The NIO 
office is headed by la Deputy to the DCI for N105. The NIOs provide 
continuous expertise to the DCI and ensure that the Community is 
doin'g everything possible to; meet the needs of national inte_lliIgenc'e'l 

'1 

consumers. The primary task of. .l\IlOs is to stimulate intelligence 
production. Together, they develop and formulate key questions to 

-.-be answered by the’ In»te1lig~ence_ Community; - -They ‘develop’ and review - 

~inte1ligence collection and production strategies, ensure that- intelligence 
production is responsive to customer needs, and they play a si.gni.ficant 

~ role in evaluating Intelligence Community ‘performance against objectives. 
."1=>ers@>nn_<-:11 are-listed at 

Intelligence Resource Management: 
1. 

‘ ‘ 

l_11l§ill£i€5P_¢E~§2¥P.13li%l1j£X_§I§fi..__(I_Q§l>' This ‘st-eff» headed by a 
military officer of threeestar ranle (Deputy to the'DCI for the~lntelli- 
gence Community) was establishediin 1972 as a replacement for the 
former ‘National Intelligence Programs Evaluation (NIPE) staff. It 
is comprised of professionals drawn from Community organizations 
and from private industry to assist the DCI in his overview of 
Corninunity resource management. In the main, the IC -Staff . . . 

, . 

- advises the DCI on resource problems; 

— prepares the DCI's annual recommendation to 
the President for the National Foreign Intelligence 
Program; . 

- 4 

I-I/\r:;'».?.: ivm » 

BYEMAI\!-‘I'.-'\LiILit1T-2<:IYHOLE-COMINT ,, .,¢-_;.;--i ~ 
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' - makes recommendations for product improve- 
’ ment; A 

_ 

e 

_
. 

- 
» conductspstuclies of major" Collection and processing 

systems; - 

l 

_ _ 

-

A 

,- assists the DCI in his coordination of Community-
l 

wide affairs; and 
_

V 

' - develops recommendations for consideration by 
the USIB and the DCI's Intelligence Resource Advisory -_ 

I Committee (IRAC). l 

. 1 

r 
- 

p

‘ 

1 

_. At Tab F.is anto_r'g_anization*chart of the.lCS, indicating" key personnel 

- Iiitelligence___I_§_e;sources Adviso_ry Committee (IRAQ). This 
Committee, chaired by the DCI, was established as a result of the 
Presidential I\.4emorandum of 5 l\lOV(2I1"1l')€-Z1‘ 1971. Senior officials of 
CIA, State INR, Defense/ASD(l), and OMB are its members‘. Since 

1 
its inception, the DCI has invited regular attendance and participation. 

» 

ll "of observers‘-~particularly; the Director, NSA and the ~Dire'cto'r;’ “DIA*l 
in their roles national intelligence prograin nianagers. A represent" 

_ 

ative of the NSC participates regularly" as an observer as well as 

The IRAC meets quarterly with extra sessions near the end of 
the calendar year when formulation of the annual budget re/quires 

-~I-~;_-extensive:--"coordinati-oni and revie'w. ' -35-" 
Q 

- '4 ~ v 

The principal role of IRAC is to ‘advise the DCI on 
.‘,, -.1. .__.-.__-_ _.__ ‘- __ _- -»~_=~.‘ -->__~4- .5.’ .. ‘_ ‘. .7‘ ~ _.

> 

- the use and allocation of intelligence resources; and 

— the formulation of the DCl's National Foreign Inte11i~ 
gence Program Recommendation to the President. 

Additional information on the IRAC and its lR&D Council is at Tab G. 

Intelligence Research and Development Council. p(IR§;DC)". The 
; 

V
- 

Council provides a high level of technological expertise ti the IRAC. 
Established by the DCI in 1973, t-he Council, chaired by the Director 
of Defense Research and Engineering, brings to IRAC a broad“ base 

5. 

M 
W 7 vm . 

--=~z 

em 41;. 1;‘ 
§"‘?'l 

_ 
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of technical knowledge which spans several areas of the R&D world 1 

“ in solving intelligence problems. Currently, the Council is pursuing 4 

solutions and opportunities in such key problem areas as . ..
' 

~- tactical and near~real time use of intelligence; 

. 

- mass-memory technologies for data systems; 
‘— improved methods for information processing,

g 

' analysis, and presentation of intelligence to users; and 

, 
- 

- application of the Space Shuttle to intelligence 
problems. 

V 

' 

I

‘ 

Other Guidance and Management Vehicles: 

In shaping and implementing the National. Foreign Intelligence 
Program, the DCI issues annually several documents designed to 
facilitate the collective efforts of a. non~~hierarchica1 intelligence 
community . 

_ _ 
y

. 

1291 ..+‘.2.11%2.v~:e1 QiEl_§¢7?§\l{i‘?.iF2}I.il3.S‘;--lf}.'EFi¥.li5£¥££.S’;-§9.E‘_1*HEBl;lX- These are 
cast'into two groups. The first group, termed ‘"Substantive Intelligence 

A 

Obje'ctiv‘es" stress'and"define the output that shoul.d'- be expected of '1 ' 

A 

the Intelligence‘Community during a given year on matters of priority 
concern to the making of US foreign policy.

_ 

.~-'==.The “second“- group 1,‘ termed ‘"I9{eso'urce Nlanageinent. Ob'jectives"'l"'deal 
with the means for achieving substantive objecti"ves and the DCl's 

- perceptions, Aof.w_hat intelligence must be able to. achieve. Ihey include 
' 

’sp‘ec'i_f'ic-' Ii1ilestones"ufor-jachievemenltilin" 'a11~~¢ate'g<>riés- of T-*1éé§<>m~'¢e 

ment that should be met within a given year and serve as a base 
measure of Community performance. A copy the “Objectives for FY 1975 
is at Tab H. '_ 

Key Intelligence Questiongsggg (K;IQs). In each of the past three. 
years} a. technique has been applied (experimentally in the first 
year--operationally, in succeeding years) to develop and apply a ‘ 

more precise means to relate substantive intelligence needs top 
;

. 

intelligence resource capabilities. While the KIQ process is still 
in the formative stage,~ it is proving useful in managing intelligence 
assets against a better set of intelligence problem criteria. For 
example, the broad substantive intelligence objective concerning 

H./~.:~:r:-: VIA ' 

BYEMAN-Ti-‘.LEI'll";i(EYi~lOLE-COMINT -éh§-§;;§5:'i7- 
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Soviet policies; intentions, and capabilities is amplified with greater ' 

specificity in the form of several I<LlQs>~-"what are the prospects ~ 

stagnation, or cooling in bi1ateral,Sovi.et-US relat'ions?"—-for one. 
These constitute a_ driving force of the US» national intelligence 
effort. Performance against l'iIQs ‘is evaluated (KIQ Evaluation - 

Process or KEP) to adjust procedures and levels of effortfor the 
fo1low—on year(s). - 

I A 

u 

'. 
, 

_' 

g

» 

DCI Perspectivesgg for lnt_elligen.ce_. Issued’ annually by the DCI, 
this documen.t a.rtic.ulates percentionsgof" the DCI for intelligence five 
years into the future. It serves-as general guidance to all elements 
of the Intelligence Community. In particular, his statements are 
designed to stimulate early action and planning for programs which. 
r-_e'-quire substantial 'amo'unts ofytime for-i development‘ prior -._t'o' execution-L" 

»' _The Perspectives provide a general overview of the ‘international, 
economic and security envi.ro.nn1e1'1t anticipated in the. years ahead ' 

followed by a broad statement of needs; the Intelligence Community 
will be expected to meet clurzing the period. And, it provides 
guidance with respect to activities which should be initiated,__ or on 
which planning should‘-lcomznence‘,‘in order to meet those needs. "A 
copy of the "Perspectives" for l<375~l‘-980 is at Tab I. 

-Nati-anal $e<2~1ri_tY“QqsasiLlalt¢11is¢n¢é-Directives’<N5Q1I>%2i@-ad,‘ V 

Di1~ectoWi'_7Ce_nt1jal gQirectigv'p_e;sm_;(tQQllls) . As at result .

4 

the Presidential Memorandum of 5 November 1971, the NSClDs which 
provide policy level guidance (e.g. , NSCID l~—Basic Duties and

_ 

Responsibilities) to‘ '-t_l1efiDCl a~nd'the' C'on'imunity were-u.pdate'd ' "
~ 

extensively. The entire set was re--iss-;u.ed'i.n Febr'ua.ry l.'97'2.H These 
are supplemented by.DCIDs in greater specificity and detail ,conc_erning 
the »po'li'cies1 and‘ 'proe'_e’dur='es'"established 'byl"-N'SClDs'~§-‘and ai=é»j5r'¢muig'5.tea 
throughout the lntelligeince Community. Each Agency then develops 
its internal regulations in conformity with these policies. 

lNTELLlGENCE OV.F,RSIGIi'_]l 

Executive Branch 

. 

H 

Along with the “continuous role of the Office of Maniagenlent and 
Budget Ion "matters of intelligence resource "requirements and the NSC P 

Intelligence Committee for national substantive intelligence requirements 
and policy, the President has two additional bodies for assisting him 

l
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in oh matters of intelligenc_e.i They are the President'siFo'r'ei_gn Intelli- 
gence'Advis‘ory Board (PFIAB) and the NSC "40 Committee“ .» 

4 

' 
” '-

4 

_P‘1~esi.dent_‘s Foreign lntelli:g_en_c_e A__;lvisory_ lioard (PFIAB). The 
Board is charged by the'President 11460} March 1969) with the 
responsibility of being ableto assure him at alltimes of_the' quality, 
responsiveness and reliability of inte_lligence,provi<:led to policy-making‘ 
personnel. ' 

. 
_ 

. 
= 

.
_ 

Within -this "charge, the Presiclent looks tothe DCI'to continue to 
provide coordination and guidance to the total foreign intelligence ' 

activi.ties of the United States with the View to assuring. a comprehensive 
and integrated effort on the part of US _Governnient agencies. __

’ 

Along with keeping the l-T’resiclent inforziied on matters of US foreign 
- intelligence,- the Board is assigned a special responsibility to make a 

yearly, independent assessment of the nuclear threat, su.pplementing;' 
regular i11tellig,§e1ice a.s:-zessments made thereon by~the lnt:el.ligence 
Corn1'nunity. ' ‘ 

“ 

A' V" ‘*3 -

l 

At the end of-"each fiscal‘-year, the DCI submits to the President - 

(through the PFIAB) a co1"nprehens."lv,e report on accomplishments of 
the Izitelligence Community for the year. This includes not only the 

;- achievement (or noneacliievement) of specific objectives for that year,-*3‘ 
butsteps taken to improve the 'managr:me1it and capabilities of US ' 

~ foreign intelligence, e.g. , planning and management initi.a.tives. 

. 

' 

The Forty Coommittee. This 'committee' of the convenieslas
l 

necessmry to provide policy guidance on activities 1~e].ating to intelli.ge11ce 
affecting" national security as di.1~ecte:3. by the Council; speci:£ical.ly covert 

3- -op‘eration_'s_..l ---It is; cl'ia-irecl by-"at-he Assistantlto the '-Pre“siden"t‘t_or National‘ ". 

Security"'Affairs and inclucles as members, the U11Cl€:§2."S(:1C3."€l.&I'Y of State 
for Political Affairs, the Deputy Secretary of Defense,~ the Director of 
Central. Intelligence, and the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

- Theseiovei-sight and advisory bodiesnare standing instrurnentalities 
4 relating to the conduct of US foreign intelligence. From time ‘to time, ‘ 

as _de“emed necessary or_appr_opriate, special. groups are commissioned - 

~ by" the P-r‘esi.clent_(or jointly with-the~ Congress) to look into particular . 

._aSPec_ts_of .the.intelligen'ce business ancl report their assessments and’ ' 

o reconimendations to him, .e.g. , theilioover Commission-, "the Murphy 
" Commission and many‘ more over the years. '
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The Congress": 

The Community keeps the Congress informed of intelligence I

_ 

activities through an established mechanism; designated subcommittees 
of both the House and Senate Armed Services Comm.ittees_and 
Appropriations Committees; Appearances are made regularly before ‘ 

the subcommittees to report and discuss US foreign intelligence programs 
and to explain in detail the budgetary aspects of each program. I

‘ 

Through formal executive session presentations,Y testimony,_ and 
' question and answer sessions, senior intelligence officers provide 
information to the appropriate level of detail desired by Committee 

A

" 

members. For e:~:a1'nple, in considering the FY I976 Intelligence 
Community program now before t.he_Congress,___ the .DCl_ appeared 

. before the ‘Defense Subcommittee "of the House‘ !\lrmed'.Se1-vices 1 -- 

Committee on six separate occasionsv-four times on the Community 7 
'progr-am and twice. on the CIA budget. In- addition, written 
responses to more than two hundred questions were submitted by 
the DC-I for the record. Other se11ior~oificia.ls of the Community also 
provided extensive testimony. ' ' 

- In addition", the DCI: 'a.p'pears'regu1arly before other'_Congression'al 
Committees and Subcommittees to provide b1'ie1'.i.ngs‘and insight to 
intelligence analyses of World affairs. The D_CI's Legislative Counsel 

' m_ainta.ins daily liaison“ vvith the _Congi~ess for’-respon'ses'7to questions 
posed by the Congress in the normal course of business. '

- 

I INTELLIGENCE Paonucifs " 

V 

1 
. . . . 

-. 
t __ - ._. _ . 

l'I‘he number and variety of intelligence products (publications 
primarily) produced by the Community are_exte_nsive. The c_omp1ex_ 

' " nature: of‘intelli-gence"wl’1ich serves"-' wide"ran:ge' 6£"15~téi1i.2;¢n¢é ' 

consumers at several echelons of government on diversified niatters 
call for products in several formats, general or specialized content, 
brief or in—depth, and at several levels of security classification. 
Some are coordinated national intelligence products involving use of 
"all source" materials; others are products from a single intelligence - 

organization or are based on a single intelligence collection source 
(e.gv., signals intelligence, photoimagery, attache report, etc._)

C 

_ 

The following are a sampling of major products of the Intelligence 
Community. - 

I 

- ' 

'
" 

National Estimates. These are prepared and coordinated among 
appropriate elements of the Community under sponsorship of the 
appropriate National Intelligence Officer. There are four main types: 
HANDXJF‘. vm M .
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- ‘National Intelligence Estimate (NIE). The NIE is 
_

’ 

intended for NSC-level policy-making authorities. Topics i

A 

selected for treatment are limited to those of high policy
_ 

concern and are structured in a way to illuminate policy 
issues and the choices which may be open toipolicy .

l 

authorities. ' 
' ' 

V 
t 

'

' 

"Special National Intelligence Estimate isms). These - 

address specific policy problems immediatelyon the .

1 

‘ horizon. They are shorter than an.NIE and are.pre— ~ 

-pared more quickly. 
V 

i , 

’ 

- ' 

National Intelligence Analytic Memorandums (NIAM); 
The NIAM is intended for officials involved in policy . 

support activity below the NSC level. Topics selected 
for treatment are important to. policy concern but do not 
usually have the high priority of NIE‘topics. _' " 

Interagency Intelligence Memorandum (IAM). The 
IAM is a c_oordinated_-effort of__se'vera1 agenciesiwhich - ~ 

l 
' addresses,“ relatively broad and complex issues intended 
for a high level audience. A particular difference 

c 
between an I_AM and -a NIEL or ._SNIE_ is that,» an IA,M_*-.~ . 

g """'l<'3oes' not 'i-etiiiire consideration.“ 
l 

I if if I l 

Defense Estimatcfi. These too, are produced in four main 
- y. types. andfocus primarilly on"jm_i1itar_y' subjects The-1y are. addressed 

plrimarilyhto National and DoD consumers. Defense. Intelligence’ 
Estimates (DIE) are coordinated with intelligence chiefs of the 
military services whereas Defense Intelligence Estimate Memoranda 
(DIEM) are not so coordinated. DlEMs are most often used as 
vehicles for more immediate estimative responses than_ is possible 
with DIEs. Special Defense Intelligence Estimates (SDIE) generally 
address-subjects or issues that are narrower in scope or more 
specific in impact than the subject of DIEs". SDIEs are coordinated 
between services. Defense Intelligence Analytical Memornnda . 

~ 

' (DIANM) are not coordinated with the services and are used to 
_ _ 

address majoranalytical problems and often include an historical i 

'. 1'-ev,i_evv'.A They do not necessarily "include a forecast per se. V‘ 

, State INR Analytical/Estimative Papers. These reports produced 
by INR provide State officers with background information on policy- 
related subjects or draw their -attention to phenomena of potential 
importance for security or US foreign relations. Social and 

-‘ ? 
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political factors shaping the outcome of a national el-ection, changing 
patterns of third world cooperation and competition, implication of 
trade agreements are examples of matter that is typical "of these reports. 

Current Intelligence ‘ " '
I 

Dailies: 

National Intelligence Daily. A tabloid compilation of"key items 
of current intelligence produced six days a week by CIA_'s Office of " 

Current Intelligence. To the extent possible, it is prepared in con-1 
- sultation with all appropriate elements of the Community and disseminated 
on a highly selective basis. ' 

» '_
. 

g 

National Intelligence Bulletin. The Office <5: Currenthlntelligence, 
acting as the executive agent of the DCI, publishes NlBs ‘six days 
a week through an interagency editorial board and disseminates the 
product to a relatively Wide readership. ‘

I 

Other dailies include Defense Intelligence Notices, DIA Intelligence 
APPra.i8Qls‘r;and.DIA_Exe¢'4tiv<"-?'SumTl1Ql"ies._~"-~: -.-- _- - 

. 

" 
i .. -- -_ 

Weeklies: 
I I A 

,-. .. - V’ .'_- ~ .~ . -' -‘ '- '.~. -»., - "'. . . 
‘ 

. 
- - ' ~ z~ ' ". . 

' ‘ ‘ 
. --.' \~

I 
I yveekly publicationsvare for the most‘ part,‘ a compilation 

of items of current intelligence interest issued on Fridays. They are 
. general or special in substance and include:

Q 

DIA Weekly Intelligence Summary 
CIA Weekly Review 
CIA Weekly Surveyor ' 

Economic Intelligence Weekly‘ 
International Oil Developments 

Warning: 

Intelligence Alert Memorandum (IAM). An interagency publication ~ 

issued by the DCI to alert US intelligence principals. It. warns of 
possible developments abroad on matters of major concern to the US 

H and is preparedlnorrnally under the. direction of the appropriate NIO. 
Strategic Warning Notice. Issued by the Special Assistant to the DCI 
for strategic warning to the DCI,_\who will notify the President and 
NSC or take such other action as he deems necessary. 

.
1 
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_ Beyond these major products, other products are published to _ 

serve the onsgoing. operational needs of Intelligence Community I 

-
1 

- programs and organizations. 
_ p

_ 

. _ 

_ 

A separate paper on "The Purpose of Intelligence" which is closely 
related to the foregoing dicusssion of intelligence products is at Tab J. 

THE BUDGET PROCESS '

A 

' NFIP 

-The process of planning, developing, coordinating, and costing 
._resource aspects of the NFIP and related intelligence activities is A. 

-an orderly 'but_highly complex task involving several separate budget 
‘ authorities within the national program’. ‘The complexities will not be" " 

I ‘defined here in detail. " ' 

l ' 

The intelligence budgetary process follows prescribe US Govern- 
ment budget procedures and is responsive to guidance from the 
President through OMB and to the ‘recently _formed_,Con'gressional_ -

. 

UBudget Office. ' ' 
' Q," '- ' :-~

J 

Under direction, of the DCI and his Intelligence Resources _Ad_visory,: . 

*e<5'm'm1ttéé‘,':-the NFIP resource managementffis"conducted jointly ‘by the "3 

following: . 
Y 

A 

_

. 

___.~In_telligenc_e: _Community_§ta_ff , 
I,~' 

. __ .3 
g 

. 

" 

o_ 

I Resources Staff of the Assistant Secretary bf Defense (Intelligence) 
'

' 

National Intelligence Program Managers . 

each dealing with highly technical, sensitive, and relatively 
expensive intelligence collection systems (reconnaissance)——Air Force 
and Navy special programs. The year-long programming-budgeting - 

. cycle of the Intelligence Community is shown at Tab K. 

Intelligence—Re1ated Activities 
_

I 

V 

Not included in the National Foreign Intelligence Program are I 
-

‘ 

variously related US intelligence activities on which the DCI.provides 
comments in his NFIP.‘ In order to bring these into proper view, ' 

it is important to focus first on intelligence in terms of the national 

1z_ 
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effort, and in terms of the distinction between-activities that are-in“ 
being ‘for the principal. purpose of" supporting US military forces‘ in 
wartime and those that provide a peacetime intelligence service. "

A 

_ 

To fully define intelligence and'its role, several ‘factors must be 
considered. First, intelligence is a product thatserves ‘many and 
varied users—-from the tactical commander in the field to the President.‘ 
Thus, the ultimate determination of whether any single intelligence

_ 

product is national or tactical,’ depends upon the use to whichit is _ 

Secondly, intelligence information, which provides the grist 
for the production mill, originates frompmany, and varied sources-— 

_.

- 

from front line troops to highly sophisticated’ space collection systems.
h 

Any single item of information, from whatever source, Amayibe . _.
V 

critical to" and find-its way into intelligence products serving-consumers 
at several different levels. '

- 

- Thirdly, the Department of Defense has a Wide variety of_intel1i— ‘ 

gence units and activities because they must serve‘ a variety of 
purposes -at several levels. Many of these a'ctivi-ties‘ ex-ist solely to -4 

support the operating forces in wart_ime.. Thus,-the combat missions, 
doctrine, tactics, and composition of the supported forces drive their 
organization‘, capabilities and resource requirements} Depending on 
their mission and location, however, these activities can and often do‘ 
mak'e“ significant ‘contributions to national intelligence requirements in 
peacetime, which, in turn, helps them maintain intelligence skills 
.éS§énti'al for'combat"r'eadiness".' " 

’A'A"'- "H 
7 ~‘ 

' 

D 

’ a.
- 

Similarly, some non-intelligence activities, including combat ' 

forces can play an important intelligence; ‘role in peacetime. One.of A 

the best examples of this, as mentioned during the Director's testimony, 
is the intelligence role of certain Navy combatant vessels. As part of 
their regular combat equipments, they carry a variety of sensors for

z 

‘detecting targets andidentifying enemy threats. Moreover, normal 
combat readiness needsikeep them ‘at sea for long periods. Thus, by 
giving them additional equipment to adapt their-basic sensors for 
peacetime intelligence collection .and "scheduling some’ of their normal I . 

trainin-_g -‘patrols into areas of intelligence interests, the Intelligence 
Community. gets- a very significant capability to collect information on " 

Soviet naval ship characteristics and related tactics.“ i"

Q 
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The cost of "the. vessels, crew salaries, and operating and . 

maintenance costs for normal training patrols are funded by _ 
a 

' 

,. 

the Navy as a combat asset in the regular force structure budget. ' 

»-" These costs would be required whether or not they undertook 
peacetime intelligence missions. The intelligence-peculiar equip-- 
ment,l program management and the technical specialists ‘who go along '1

. 

on the missions, however, are funded within the intelligence budget.
A 

A similar situation exists with respect tocertain activities ' 

of other US Government departments and agencies. The State Depart- 
ment's_ Foreign Service Officers are a good case in point. Their 
normal economic and political reporting also contributes significantly 
to __n_a.tio_nal intelligence. _'I‘hi_s _repo_rting,. howevAe_r.,: is simply a .pr.oduct_ 

;""of the Foreign Service Officerls ‘normal responsibilities." Thus, theucost _ 

’ ‘ is'borne' by the Department of State. H 

' 
l 

' H 
' ' 

U l 

These kinds of intelligence relationships, and the lack of 
explicit criteria, make it extremely difficult to decide which and to 
whatextent certain "activities should be included within the. National 
Foreign Intelligence Program. 

g 

. 
_ ’, ._ 

_ 
_ 

‘

~ 

Decisions on what should and should not be included within 
the National Foreign Intelligence Program depend largely on the extent 

' 

‘_ to WhlCh._th€. DCI should be responsible for-resource recommendations *
. 

for military intelligence activities that support operating forces. it The 
l" 4 

President's 5 November 1971 directive charges "the DCI with responsibility " 

. for providing the effectiveness of all intelligence activities,pincluding 
- ':-»"_;'_!tactical-" ' intelligence and re'commen'ding_'-the appropriatetiallocation bf'§ * l -1' 

~ resources to be devoted to intelligence. The JCS and the military services 
see potential in this directive for conflicts with the statuatory responsibilities 

_;of the'- Secretary._o_f -Defense tand the‘ Joint Chiefs of Staff for management ' 

and operational command of the military forces‘. 

The Secretary of Defense and the DCI have agreed that 
while military intelligence force support activities and 'act_ivities_i_n __ __ A 

.1 

"D ".‘t'he' national pr'ogra'in must beumutually 'su'ppl'or"tive', they are best judgend l 
ll 

in the context of the primary missions they support. They havealso <- 

agreed, however, that the DCI will advise the Secretary of his judgment
_ 

on how intelligence force support units can be used in peacetime——such' 
as the SIGINT direct support units that work in tandem with our overall 

" cryptologic effort under National Security Agency tasking. " The DCI» 
also advises the appropriate Congressional Committees each year of the 

'14_ 
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general size and scope of the more nationally significant of_these.units 
and activities to insure that it is clear that they exist, .even though 

_ 

they are not included in the National Foreign Intelligence Program. 

The'DCI, and the Secretary of Defense have jointly 
_ 

V

D 

undertaken a study to examine the relationship between’-national 
and tactical intelligence needs and capabilities. A pilot study 

- to size the problem is nearing" completion. ‘The DCI hopes that ' 

fol1ow—on work will provide a basis for determining more clearly _ 

‘the appropriate division of ‘responsibility between him and Depart- 
ment of Defense for intelligence activities of the military forces. 
Once this matter of responsibility is resolved and, firm‘ criteria 

-I -_._'are_lestablishedj, it w-illztbe p0sSib_leN_t0_ be moreddefin-itiv'e = as to'j~-._*J- 

flvhat costs of intelligence-related" activities are appropriate for 
inclusion in the intelligence budget. - .~ 

" " 

'\ 
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